Muscle Hill, Walner, Tactical Landing, Ecurie D
2024 BREEDING SCHEDULE

STANDING AT:

Southwind Farms

PLEASE CALL/LM FOR SEMEN REQUESTS: Phone: 609-737-9067
You May TXT Semen requests to 609-731-8088

BREEDING DAYS – Beginning February 12th, 2024 and ending July 6th, 2023
All Stallions will be collected Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.

ALL SEMEN REQUESTS MUST BE MADE THE DAY BEFORE BY 3:00PM.
IF YOU LEAVE A MESSAGE AFTER 3:00PM
THERE IS NO GUARANTEE WE WILL BE ABLE TO PROVIDE YOU WITH SEMEN THE NEXT DAY.
(Call in times are monitored VIA message date/time system)

Cancelations/Confirmations Must be Made by 8:30 AM Day of Collection
If your Mare is on the List as a “possible” breed and we are UNABLE to CONTACT you by 8:30am for confirmation, she will be removed.

Please call us Saturday or Sunday for semen needed Monday. LEAVE A MESSAGE:
IF no one gets back to you please call us back!!

Mares that are not on the list/late call in/repeated breeds/no paperwork/ will be the first to be removed if the stallion is overbooked for that breed day. Call-in times will be STRICTLY enforced and are non-negotiable.

SEmen Pick TIME: 10:30 AM AT SOUTHWIND FARM.
*Mares will be covered no more than 1 time per heat cycle*.
If you need semen a second time please call us, if we can accommodate you we will. No Guarantees.

SEmen Shipping and PICKUP
You are fully responsible for all expenses and for making the arrangements with a courier and airlines. We can recommend several local couriers. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR SHIPMENTS NOT MAKING IT TO ITS DESTINATION.
IN the Event of Severe Weather, Management has the right to decline Airline/overnight shipments on any given day.

Tactical Landing -- Ecurie D
Same Day pick Up/Same Day Shipping
Fed Ex/UPS/Overnight shipping.

Walner: Same Day pickup or Same Day Shipping ONLY.

Muscle Hill: Semen Shipping NOT available.
WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND ALL MARES BE BOARDED AT SOUTHWIND FOR OPTIMAL CHANCES OF PREGNANCY. Mares may be dropped off for the cycle.

Mares will be “bumped” or removed from the list when there is not enough semen. Mares that have not been covered, onsite mares, will be given priority, good communication, pre ovulatory drugs and deep horn insemination is HIGHLY recommended.